Monday-Dinosaur

1. Morning Work-Have your child write their name on sheet. If you were not able to print, write your name in red and save for tomorrow.
2. IB-ISpy Changes-Look at pictures posted separately to find changes in pictures.

4. Dinosaur Play-Please do at least one or two of the following activities and then post pictures to SeeSaw
   A. Letters & Sounds-Make letters with "dinosaur bone" (aka Q-tips).
   B. Sort-Find 5-10 dinosaur figures or stuffed animals. Sort the dinosaur by size, color, and number of legs.
      (If you do not have toy dinosaurs you can use resource sheet.)
   C. Fine Motor-Dino Dig! Hide letters, numbers, or little dinosaurs in sand or salt. Use a shallow pan and a paint brush just like real archeologists do.
   D. Make fossils with play dough. Press various items into the play dough to create fun fossil prints.
   E. Science-Try the Frozen Anima Escape! Freeze a dinosaur or dinosaurs in bowls of water then use salt, water, and tools to melt the ice.
   F. Art-Lego Paint Dinosaur. Use a Lego to paint the dinosaur pictures and then cut it out.

5. Dinosaur Extra
   A. Dinosaur Puzzle-Cut out puzzle and connect the numbers with the amount of spikes on the dinosaur's back.
   B. Dinosaur Color Book. Read the book together and color the dinosaur according to the story.
   C. Dinosaur Letter Stomp-Print out the dinosaur foot prints and put a letter on the foot print. Dino Stomp on the prints and roar the letters.
   D. Label the Dinosaur-Cut out the labels and paste them on the correct spots.
   E. Dinosaur Dot- Dab all the X on the dot sheet.

6. Calendar
   A. Sing Months of the Year-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDrrWyXaw
   B. Sing Days of the Week-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKqAblcwFOA
   C. Count Days (What is our new pattern?)
   D. Count to 100 with Jack Hartmann. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPoulWCyc
   E. Count to 100 by 5 and 10.

7. Jolly Phonics-Our new letter is X this week. Sing the song. https://vimeo.com/106231366 (X is at 6:54)

8. We have Spanish. Go to her page to see her plan.

9. Color a picture of something you did today in your Home Journal and post picture on SeeSaw.